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ABSTRACT 

e-RNA is a collection of web-servers for the predic-
tion and visualisation of RNA secondary structures
and their functional features, including in particular
RNA–RNA interactions. In this updated version, we
have added novel tools for RNA secondary struc-
ture prediction and have significantly updated the
visualisation functionality. The new method COBOLD

can identify transient RNA structure features and
their potential functional effects on a known RNA
structure during co-transcriptional structure forma-
tion. New tool SHAPESORTER can predict evolutionarily
conser ved RNA secondar y structure features while
simultaneously taking experimental SHAPE probing
evidence into account. The web-server R-CHIE which
visualises RNA secondary structure information in
terms of arc diagrams, can now be used to also visu-
alise and intuitively compare RNA–RNA, RNA–DNA
and DNA–DNA interactions alongside multiple se-
quence alignments and quantitative information. The
prediction generated by any method in e-RNA can be
readily visualised on the web-server. For completed
tasks, user s can do wnload their results and read-
ily visualise them later on with R-CHIE without hav-
ing to re-run the predictions. e-RNA can be found at
http://www.e-rna.org .
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION 

The last few years have seen a strongly increased interest
in RN A biolo gy. It is now widel y reco gnised that the func-
tional roles of RNA is not limited to simply transmitting
protein information and enabling protein synthesis. RNA
performs a much broader range of key biological tasks
which we are only beginning to discover and fully under-
stand. RNA plays an acti v e role in the regulation of transla-
tion and alternati v e splicing, directs chemical modifications,
and catalyses many important biochemical reactions. These
functional roles are often exerted by the structure of the
RNA or its trans interactions with other RNA transcripts. 

The prediction and analysis of the RNA secondary struc-
ture in vivo is thus essential for understanding how gene ex-
pression is regulated in transcriptomes in a range of biolog-
ical systems. 
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In the past decades, substantial progress has been made 
n studying the role of RNA secondary structure features 
n viruses and unicellular eukaryotes ( 1–6 ). More recently, 
n the time of the global pandemic, new experimental 
tructure-pr obing appr oaches hav e allowed to inv estigate 
he RNA secondary structure of the SARS-Cov2 virus. 
his helped to identify se v eral conserv ed structural mo- 

ifs which can potentially become major therapeutic tar- 
ets. ( 7 , 8 ). Moreover, long-standing questions on the role 
f the RNA secondary structure in splicing regulation are 
ow being investigated on a transcriptome-wide scale ( 9 ) 
nd continue to be addressed in the relation to transcrip- 
ion ( 10 ) and in the context of disease ( 11 ) In addition to
roving a key for the fundamental understanding of many 

ssential biological processes, the analysis of the RNA sec- 
ndary structure is also crucial for biotechnological appli- 
a tions tha t aim to target challenges in living systems. Ex- 
mining the influence of secondary structure on translation 

fficacy ( 12 ) and molecule stability ( 13 ) has, for example, 
ecome one of the key components to successful mRNA 

accine design. 
Although the structure of any RNA or transcript in vivo 

s naturally three-dimensional, it often suffices to study the 
o-called RNA secondary structure in order to investigate 
ts potential functional roles. This is due to the fact that 
he folding process is known to be hierar chical, wher e the 
ransition between primary (linear) conformation is more 
ner gy fav ourable and occurs on shorter timescales than 

he adaptation of a higher-order structure ( 14 ). We define 
he RNA secondary structure of a gi v en RNA as the set
f nucleotide positions that form the so-called consensus 
ase-pairs { G −C , C −G , U −A , A −U , G −U , U −G } . Note
hat we explicitly include the so-called wobble base-pairs 
 G −U , U −G } in all of our RNA structure predictions and
NA structure modelling. 
Typically, these Watson −Crick and non-canonical base

airs of the secondary structures form stronger bonds than 

hose that are involved in forming higher-order structures. 
her efor e, tertiary structur es ar e often viewed as an ensem-
le of structures descendant from the secondary structure 
 15 ). 

RNA molecules in any biological environment in vivo can 

eadily form more than a unique secondary structure. For 
xample, during RNA synthesis shortly after the 5 

′ 
- end

s synthesised, a partially synthesised molecule starts fold- 
ng into transient structures (‘co-transcriptional folding’) 
efore settling into one (or more) functional RNA struc- 
ures ( 16 , 17 ). In addition, these transient structures may 

lay their own functional roles, e.g. to influence the tran- 
cription kinetics or to facilitate splicing ( 10 ). The function 

f an RNA in vivo may also be determined by its trans in-
eraction partners in that particular cellular environment, 
.g. direct tr ans inter actions with other RNAs ( 18 ) or with
NA-binding proteins ( 19 , 20 ). Also, individual nucleotide
odifications ( 21 ) and changes in the physiological condi- 

ions such as temperature and pH ( 22 ) may change the nom- 
nal RNA structure formation or the RNA’s nominal trans
nteractions in vivo and thereby alter the functional roles of
he transcript that are thereby expressed in a cell-specific
ay ( 23 ).
The most widely-used methods for predicting RNA sec- 
ndary structure to date are so-called thermodynamic 
ethods which assume that the thermodynamically most 

table RNA structures (in terms of Gibbs free energy) are 
ost likely to play a functional role, e v en in in vivo condi-

ions where the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium 

re typically not gi v en and where tr ans inter action partners 
a y pla y a decisi v e role ( 24 ). These methods employ dy-

amic programming to find the (typically pseudo-knot free) 
ost stable RNA secondary structure that corresponds to 

he minimum free energy (MFE) ( 25 ). This is why these 
ethods are typically referred to as MFE methods and the 
NA secondary structures they predict as MFE structures. 
Multiple thermodynamic models with different sets of 

r ee parameters, r eflecting the energy gains of a possible 
ase-pairing, were proposed and fine-tuned over the last 

our decades ( 26 ). MFE methods typically achie v e a high 

rediction accuracy in predicting the RNA secondary struc- 
ure of short molecules shorter than 200 nucleotides. Their 
rediction accuracy, howe v er, significantly decreases with 

ncreasing sequence length ( 27 ). 
A conceptuall y different a pproach to RN A secondary 

tructure employs probabilistic approaches. These meth- 
ds usually rely on the assumption that base-pairs of func- 
ionally important RNA secondary structure features and 

N A–RN A interaction are evolutionary conserved or co- 
 volv ed to maintain their base-pairing potential ( 28 ). These 
bservations from carefully compiled multiple-sequence 
lignments (MSAs) can be extracted and used to train the 
ree parameters of underlying prediction models based on 

 likelihood-ratio test (LRT) ( 29 ), stochastic context-free 
rammars (SCFG) ( 30 ) or Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

MCMC) models ( 31 ). A major challenge in a ppl ying these
robabilistic methods is their dependence on the quality
f the input MSA. The MSA defines the amount of co- 
aria tion informa tion tha t the prediction tool can utilise.
ince primary sequence conservation does not necessarily

mply the presence of a functional RNA secondary struc- 
ure, any variation within a gi v en MSA has to be carefully
nd quantitati v ely e valuated before drawing biological con- 
lusions ( 32 , 33 ). Importantly, any MSA can be viewed as an
mprint of the over all constr aints of the corresponding cel- 
ular in vivo environment on the transcripts within the MSA,
s it reflects patterns of compensatory mutations and con- 
erva tion tha t are compa tible with the functional RNA sec- 
ndary structure as well as any functionally important trans

nteraction partners. To conclude, probabilistic methods for
NA secondary structur e pr ediction ar e conceptually well

uited for capturing the overall evolutionary signals and
onstraints that are encoded in RNA transcripts, yet they
r e typically mor e challenging to employ as they often (but
ot always ( 31 )) r equir e an input MSA.
The emergence of experimental structure probing meth- 

ds such as SHAPE ( 34 ) and DMS-seq ( 35 ) and their fur-
her de v elopments ( 36–38 ) was a major e xperimental ad- 
ancement that also impacted computational RNA sec- 
ndary structure prediction. It is now possible to exper- 

mentally probe the pairing status (i.e. paired versus un- 
aired) of individual nucleotides in a transcript in vivo on 

 transcriptome-wide scale. The corresponding raw data, 
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Table 1. Comparison of the e-RNA prediction programs with other publicly available w e b-servers 

e-RN A pro gram Closest analog Common features Differences 

COFOLD none Predicts most stable RNA structure 
arising in co-transcriptional 
folding. 

–– 

SHAPESORTER ViennaRN A RN A PROBING 

( 45 ) 
Integrate SHAPE reactivity profiles 
into RNA structure prediction. 

RN A PROBING predicts a single 
MFE structure. SHAPESORTER 

predicts all high-confidence helices 
supported by evolutionary and 
e xperimental e vidence. 

SIMULFOLD Freiburg RNA-tools Co-estimate an MSA SIMULFOLD employs a Bayesian 
LOCARNA ( 46 ) and a common RNA structure. MCMC, can also handle 

pseudo-knotted RNA structures 
and can also co-estimate 
evolutionary trees. LOCARNA uses 
an MFE-based RNA structure 
prediction concept. 

TRANSAT Rivas laboratory R-SCAPE 
( 32 ) and CACOFOLD ( 47 ) 

Predict high-confidence RNA 

structur e featur es based on an 
input MSA. 

R-SCAPE predicts high-confidence
base-pairs, CACOFOLD predicts
entire RNA structures. TRANSAT
predicts high-confidence helices.

RNA-DECODER none Predicts conserved RNA structures 
overlapping protein-coding regions 
for an input MSA with known 
protein-coding regions. 

––

COBOLD none Predicts transient RNA structure 
features and their likely impact on 
a gi v en r efer ence RNA structur e. 

–– 

R-CHIE none Visualise and compare cis- and 
trans-RN A–RN A, RN A–DN A 

and DN A–DN A interactions 
including quantitati v e information. 

–– 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

howe v er, needs to first be heavily interpreted computation-
ally in order for the raw data to be converted into actual
RNA secondary structures for individual transcripts. Most
commonly, this raw data is used as additional input in-
formation to MFE methods for RNA secondary structure
prediction in terms of so-called reactivity values which are
then converted into pseudo-energy terms inside the algo-
rithm. These pseudo-energy terms slightly alter the nomi-
nal pairing energies of nucleotides within an input RNA in
a sequence-position specific way and thereby alter the re-
sulting, pr edicted MFE structur e. To date, only a few prob-
abilistic prediction methods can incorporate experimental
probing data ( 39 , 40 ). One recent tool SHAPESORTER by
us which combines maximum-likelihood estimation with
PGMs (Probabilistic Graphical Models) has recently been
published and is now available on at e-RNA w e b server ( 41 ).

In light of the improvements and opportunities that
transcriptome-wide RNA structure probing has brought
to the field, there is a corresponding need for visualising
RNA structur e pr edictions alongside (1) the corresponding
experimental structure probing evidence and (2) the evolu-
tionary evidence in terms of an MSA ( 42 ). This is the man-
da te tha t our e-RNA w e b-server aims to address since its
inception in 2012 ( 43 ). e-RNA provides a convenient way
of generating predictions using a range of comparati v e and
non-comparati v e methods and then visualising the result-
ing predictions alongside various sources of evidence (e.g.
e xperimental and / or e volutionary). For this, we deploy an
upda ted R-CHIE visualisa tion suite ( 44 ) and the most recent
computational prediction methods de v eloped by the Meyer
lab. 
 

COMPARISON OF E-RNA TO OTHER WEB-SERVERS

Other well-known web-servers for RNA structure predic-
tion include e.g. the ViennaRNA w e b-server and a range of
others, for an ov ervie w see Table 1 . Our prediction meth-
ods are almost e xclusi v ely based on probabilistic concepts
(the only exception being COFOLD ). They all detect poten-
tial functional RNA structur e featur es based on evolution-
arily evidence and – in case of SHAPESORTER – additional
e xperimental e vidence, e.g. in form of SHAPE probing reac-
tivities. The RNA structure prediction programs of the Vi-
ennaRNA w e b-server, how ever, assume that (i) functional
RNA structures correspond to the most stable RNA struc-
tures (in terms of Gibbs free energy) and (ii) that these struc-
tures form in an environment of thermodynamic equilib-
rium. As a glance at Table 1 shows, several of our methods
are unique. 

PROGRAMS 

Our updated version of e-RNA includes w e b-servers for the
novel RNA secondary structure prediction tools COBOLD
and SHAPESORTER as well as a significantly updated
version of our R-CHIE visualisation suite. In this sec-
tion, we introduce the different methods available at
e-RNA.

T R ANSAT 

TRANSAT is a fully probabilistic method for predicting
e volutionary conserv ed RNA secondary structur e featur es
based on a multiple sequence input alignment (MSA) ( 48 ),
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Figur e 1. Experimentall y confirmed case of co-transcriptional folding. We can observ e three possib le RNA secondary structur es formations colour ed 
differently and multiple sequence alignment annotation for one of the structures. 
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.e. TRANSAT is a comparati v e tool. It predicts so-called
elices, i.e. consecuti v e stretches of base-pairs. To detect
hese, the method employs different probabilistic models
f evolution for detecting paired and unpaired alignment
olumns within the input MSA. In the first step, the al- 
orithm identifies helices within the individual, un-gapped
equences of the input MSA, before mapping them back
nto the input MSA and treating the resulting (potentially
apped) helices as candidate helices. Each candidate he- 
ix then gets assigned a log-likelihood value which quan- 
itati v ely compares the two competing hypotheses (paired
ersus unpair ed), befor e estimating a p-value for the log- 
ikelihood value. To estimate p-values, TRANSAT generates
 null distribution of log-likelihood values for helices in
arefully randomised versions of the original input MSA.
he overall output of TRANSAT is a set of conserved helices
ithin the input MSA that can be readily ranked by their

orresponding p-values. On the e-RNA w e b-server, the user
eeds to provide an input MSA and – optionally – a phy- 

ogenetic tree linking the sequences in the input MSA. The
urrent w e b-server of TRANSAT is an updated version of the
rogram described in the original publication. The new ver- 
ion 2.0 includes a memory optimisation which noticeably
educed the computation time, especially for alignments of
 100 sequences.

OFOLD 

OFOLD is a non-comparati v e, thermodynamic RNA sec- 
ndary structure method that –– unlike the commonly used 

FE methods –– also captures one overall effect that co- 
ranscriptional folding has on RNA structure forma- 
ion, ther eby r esulting in a substantially increased pre- 
iction accuracy, especially for long input sequences 
 49 ). 
OBOLD 

OBOLD ( 50 ) is a set of two methods –– one comparati v e and
robabilistic, one non-comparati v e and MFE dri v en –– that 
oth (i) identify potential transient RNA structure fea- 
ures for a gi v en input MSA or individual RNA sequence, 
especti v ely and (ii) judge the likely effect of these tran- 
ient features on the co-transcriptional formation of a 

i v en r efer ence RNA secondary structur e (positi v e, neutral,
egati v e). The non-comparati v e mode of COBOLD uses a 

lightly modified version of the previously described CO- 
OLD method to detect all potentially relevant RNA tran- 
ient structures in the sequence of interest ( 49 ). The compar- 
ti v e mode of COFOLD employs TRANSAT to identify po- 
ential transient helices, see abo ve. E-RNA pro vides a spe- 
ial w e b-server for readily visualising the predicted transient 
eatures and how they relate exactly to the features of the 
i v en RNA secondary structure. 

HAPESORTER 

HAPESORTER ( 41 ) is a comparati v e method and a natural 
xtension of the probabilistic method TRANSAT described 

bove that also takes experimental SHAPE probing evi- 
ence in terms of a SHAPE reactivity profile into account. 
oth methods share the probabilistic models of evolution. 
HAPESORTER integrates experimental SHAPE evidence 
ia dedicated PGMs (Probabilistic Graphical Models) that 
re integrated into the calculation of the log-likelihood val- 
es for candidate helices in the input MSA. Similarly to 

RANSA T , SHAPESORTER also estima tes P -values for its 
r edicted helices, ther eby allowing the user to readily rank 

nd prioritise its predictions. The user input to SHAPE- 
ORTER consists of an input MSA as well as SHAPE re- 
ctivity profile for the r efer ence sequence inside the MSA 

top sequence). 

art/gkad296_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Example of ShapeSorter prediction for SAMI riboswitch of T.Tengcongensis organism. Arcs are coloured by p-value of prediction, and the 
graph with a line underneath arcs shows binned SHAPE reactivity values, obtained by SHA PESORTER pre-processing. Maxim um is 5 and -1 stands for the 
absence of SHAPE value for nucleotide position, bars are coloured based on the value of reactivity (yellow is 0 and red is 5, black is the absence of SHAPE 

reactivity value). 

Figure 3. Example of RNA–RNA interactions. Here we can observe ‘CyaR’ sRNA at the bottom of the figure, and its kno wn tar get mRNAs 
(luxS,nadE,ompX,yqaE) at the top of the figure. Arcs are showing cis interactions while lines show trans interactions ( 54 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIMULFOLD 

SIMULFOLD ( 31 ) is a comparati v e, probabilistic method
that employs a Bayesian MCMC. Unlike almost all com-
parati v e methods for RNA secondary structure prediction,
it does not r equir e an input MSA, but only a set of homol-
o gous RN As. SIM ULFOLD is able to sim ultaneousl y predict
an RNA secondary structure (including pseudo-knots), a
corresponding MSA as well as a corresponding evolution-
ary tree or network. In addition to the set of un-aligned
input sequences, the user can specify an initial MSA (which
is used as a starting point for sampling MSAs within the
Bayesian MCMC). The user can also opt to employ the
method for co-estimating only one two or one of the three
potential output features (RNA structure, MSA, phylo-
genetic tree). SIMULFOLD employs three different priors
for evaluating potential secondary structures, multiple se-
quence alignments and phylogenetic trees. Optimal running
time is achie v ed by sampling from the posterior distribution

art/gkad296_f2.eps
art/gkad296_f3.eps
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Figur e 4. Short RN A structur e featur e overlapping one 3’ splice site in M segment of influenza A. Ar cs ar e colour ed based on pr ediction p-value. Top ar cs 
ar e r elated to the Human secondary structur e and the bottom is to Avian secondary structur e ( 53 ). 
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sing the Bayesian MCMC method instead of anal yticall y 

alculating the posterior distribution. 

NA-DECODER 

NA-DECODER is a unique, comparati v e and fully prob- 
bilistic method for detecting RNA secondary structure 
ithin an input MSA that is known to be partly or fully 

rotein-coding such as mRN As, RN A or DN A genomes 
nd pr e-mRNAs. Compar ed to all other existing methods 
or RNA secondary structure prediction, RNA-DECODER 

s unique in the sense that it explicitly takes the known 

rotein-coding context of the input MSA into account 
hen detecting e volutionarily conserv ed RNA structures. 
his feature is key as any protein-coding regions correspond 

o an additional layer of evolutionary constraints that needs 
o be carefully distinguished (and disentangled) from any 

volutionary constraint due to RNA secondary structure. 
he method employs an SCFG with multiple specifically 

esigned and carefully parameterised probabilistic models 
f evolution that are able to capture one or two poten- 
iall y overla pping and conceptuall y quite different evolu- 
ionary constraints. It is key to note that the grammar un- 
erl ying RN A-DECODER was designed to specificall y de- 
ect multiple, adjacent RNA structures within the same in- 
ut MSA that may be separated by potentially long re- 
ions that are devoid of any conserved RNA structure fea- 
ur es. RNA-DECODER r equir es as input an MSA wher e 
ny known protein-coding r egions ar e annotated. RNA- 
ECODER produces as output either the best RNA sec- 

ndary structure annotation (RNA structure prediction 

ode of RNA-DECODER ) or – alternati v ely – the base- 
airing probabilities for each position in the input MSA 

scanning mode of RNA-DECODER ) ( 3 , 51–53 ). 

-CHIE and R4RNA

-CHIE and R4RNA were originally de v eloped for visual- 
sing the results of all the programs above. They allow the
isualisation of cis-interactions at the nucleotide le v el reso- 
ution in RNAs of interest ( 43 ). As an additional function- 
lity, they can also now be used to visualise RN A–RN A,
N A–DN A and DN A–DN A interactions ( 44 ) alongside

he corresponding evolutionary evidence (i.e. MSA) and
dditional quantitati v e e vidence (e.g. SHAPE reacti vities,
-values) that can be assigned to individual sequence po- 
itions or individual base-pairs. Good example cases are
hown in Figures 1–3 and 4 . Figure 1 shows the co- 
r anscriptional structur al features of the ZTP riboswitch.
ere, we show multiple conflicting transient structures
longside corresponding evolutionary evidence for the dif- 
erent organisms within multiple sequence alignments. As 
nother example, we show the visualisation of the SHAPE- 
ORTER prediction using a histogram of the SHAPE prob- 

ng data for the predicted RNA secondary structure (see 
igure 2 ) ( 41 ). An additional key feature of the new R-CHIE

s its ability to show multiple RNA entities and their cis- 
nd tr ans-inter actions, see for example Figure 3 in which 

n sRNA targets se v er al mRNAs within the tr anscriptome 
hich clash with known RNA secondary structure fea- 

ures ( 54 ). R-CHIE is particularly well suited to readily com- 
ute and predict two alternati v e RNA structure annota- 
ions for the same RNA, e.g. one predicted and one refer- 
nce one, see for example Figure 4 which shows the similar- 
ty of the RNA secondary structur e featur es of the M seg- 

ent in influenza A, once for an alignment of Human and 

nce for an alignment of Avian sequences. 

EB-SERVER SPECIFICATION 

he maximum input size that e-RNA servers can accom- 
odate is capped at 200 000 characters, e.g. an alignment 

f 20 sequences of around 1000 nt length or similar. The 
own-loadable software that users can execute locally on 

heir own machines has no such input limitations. 
e-RNA w e b runs on a RedHat operating system using

pache server software with an HTML front end and com- 
ined Perl and JavaScript back end. Each user query is sub- 
itted via PBS queue system. 

ONCLUSION 

ere, we have described e-RNA, a collection of web-servers 
or the prediction and visualisation of RNA secondary 

tructure and their functional features. There are many pre- 
iction tools presented on w e b-server that adapt to the 
vailable user-provided data evidence and the specific type 
f RNA secondary structure features that users want to de- 
ne. All w e b serv ers are availab le as one-click applications, 
ith self-described examples. We also provide post-launch 

ompr essed r esults and a command to run on user’s own 

omputer or server. In case of technical problems with the 
 e b servers, w e have provided a contact email address. Ad- 
itionally, with links to GitHub, we provide the source code 

n a separate sub-tab, and some programs are also presented 

s singularity containers. 

A T A A V AILABILITY 

-RNA is freely accessible at: https://e-rna.org/ .

art/gkad296_f4.eps
https://e-rna.org/
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